
 

  

Transit Revolution

Transit Revolution

 Non Rush Hour Trailer seats up to 15 + 1 handicapped & 2 strollers,
with extra space to work w/ laptops & gadgets. Up to three seats fold
  allowing more space for additional handicapped, strollers, & carts.

Transit Revolution – Phase Two 
Add to 5 minute van service: specialized trailers -- door-to-door 
Neighborhood Taxis – room for strollers & shopping carts – no red 

lights -- expanded suburban connections 
Preliminary and initial plan by: Bob Carney Jr. – 6-4-13 version 

One page summary:  

 Specialty Transit Trailers will supplement 15 passenger van service -- for better real time flexibility in capacity. 

o 32 +1 trailer versions will be used for rush hour, when use of strollers will cost extra. 
o Outside of rush hour trailers will provide more room to work with laptops and gadgets.  To acommodate 

strollers and personal shopping carts, up to three seats each can be folded up. 
o Trailers will be deployed at transit stop parking stations, ready to be connected and used as needed. 
o Vans will detach Transit Trailers and operate without them when trailer capacity is not needed. 

 All Minneapolis traffic lights will be automatically switched to give transit the right of way, yielding only to 

emergency vehicles.  Our current but only partially installed signaling system supports this feature. 

 MTC busses will only run on rush hour routes that have enough traffic to cover 75%+ of costs from fare revenue.  

All other service will be by van/trailer combinations. 

 During evening hours vans without trailers will run expanded, scheduled suburban routes (not 5 min. service) --

using both city streets and freeways -- to increase the locations people can conveniently reach by transit. 

 State legislation can legalize and regulate a Neighborhood Taxi service – this is a jobs program!!! -- drivers can 

be part time students.  Licenses will be for city street service in one square mile areas, taking people to and from 

their homes and designated transit stop.  Note: almost all homes in Minneapolis are within two long blocks of a 

current bus route.  All Go Cards will have four free taxi rides a month – additional rides will be at $4 – calculated 

to cover all costs.  Neighborhood Taxis will be equipped with small trailers that can handle wheelchairs, personal 

shopping carts, and strollers.  Expectation: most households will need either no car, or one fewer car.  

Neighborhood Taxi service can start immediately, on a contract basis with existing cab companies. 

 Neighborhood Taxis will redeploy Transit Trailers – relocating them and changing their direction as needed. 

 Every quarter mile, and/or at major intersections, transit stops will have elevated platforms for roll-on-and-off 

wheelchairs, strollers, and personal shopping carts.  These stops will be sheltered and heated.  
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carts, strollers -- w/ side
             & rear doors

Neighborhood Taxi trailers
for handicapped, shopping

Rush Hour Trailer seats 32 plus one handicapped, front seats fold for
29 & 3 strollers. Van seats add'l 13 plus one handicapped & 2 strollers



 

  

Transit Revolution – Phase Two – with numbers 
 
 

Please note: as this Transit Revolution proceeds, Saint Paul will naturally want to “get into the act.”  Of course, 

they should – partly to be fair, and partly because the Saint Paul city bus grid carries over from the same street 

car grid that shaped Minneapolis.  While the root of this plan is the Minneapolis system of bus routes, the plan 

can be expanded.  

One key assumption has to do with the cost of designing and building the Transit and Neighborhood Taxi 

trailers.  The intent is to keep them really simple and utilitarian.  Their use on freeways will be PROHIBITED. 

The finance plan for Phase Two is based on the idea of making transit in and 

near Minneapolis a fixed cost – ($0 marginal cost) -- through a combination 

of: a) treating and billing transit as a Utility (Minneapolis will provide water, 

solid waste removal, and transit,) b) a city sales tax for transit, and c) 

allocation of the current MTC subsidy.  Using these funding sources, all 

Minneapolis residents will be issued a Go Card – upgraded to include the 

ability to buy Neighborhood Taxi trips, including four free trips per month.  

Of course, all MTC Go Cards and all MTC transfers can be used to ride the 

Minneapolis system.  The Northstar and all of our light rail lines come into 

Minneapolis.  So… the Minneapolis system will be of direct value to people 

throughout the Twin Cities. 

The initial financing should be planned to run for five years after the system 

is fully operational.  That allows plenty of time for the Minneapolis system to 

establish itself – as people make changes such as reducing their household 

car use and/or ownership.  Five major benefits will result from using a five 

year time frame: 

1. First, it will give us a base line -- a stable, ongoing level of service use will 
establish itself based on the zero marginal cost model.    

2. Second, it will be possible to evaluate the impact on real estate values 
that will inevitably result from this system.  If the cost of transportation 
is dramatically reduced for households in the city, we can anticipate 
much of this savings will translate into higher property values – since the benefits of this transit system 
depend on location. 

3. Third, we will have data needed to start building an econometric model to assess things like economic 
growth due to better metro-wide access to jobs.  Because the Transit Revolution is a revolution, we are in 
uncharted waters regarding how a regional economy will respond to the kinds of changes we’ll be making. 

4. Fourth, we will be able to assess the long term potential for Minnesota resulting from an emerging global 
Transit Revolution that is launched and headquartered here. 

5. Suburban extensions of the Revolution, with appropriate modifications, should be well under way. 

After the five year funding period, some changes should be made.  Go Cards should be modified to charge a 

small fare – based on trip length and with the first half mile free -- so people don’t “leave the water running.”  

The tax and fee structure for paying for the system should be reassessed.  The benefits to Minneapolis, the 

metro area, and the state must all be weighed -- so long term subsidies and fees are structured in a fair way.  


